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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF DELTA WING LEADING-EDGE DEVICES

L _

' FOR DRAG REDUCTION AT HIGH LIFT

Thomas D. Johnson, Jr. and Dhanvada M. Rao

_ Old Dominion University

SUMMARY

_h/ture fighter aircraft requirements specify efficient supersonic

cruise and high-g maneuverability at high lift. The slender delta wing

meets the first requirement but has large lift-induced dre_ in'crements

at high llft. One method to alleviate the drag is to control the flow

st the wing leading edge (LE) by me_s of small LE devices, so as to

maintain locally attached flow to higher angles of attack and thus

increase the level of aerodynamic thrust.\

The devices selected for evaluation were the fence, slot, pylon-

t_rpevortex generator (VG), and sharp leading-edge exiension (SLF_E).

These devices were tested on a 60° flatplate delta (with blunt LE) in

the Langley Research Center (NASA) 7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel at

low speed and to angles of attack of 28°. B_lance _d static pressure

measurements were taken.

The results indicate that all the devices had significant drag

reduction capability and improved longitudinal stability while a slight

loss of lift and increased cruise drag cccurred,
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qm free-stream dynamic pressure

RI_ R Reynolds number based on wing LE radius

• S wing reference area I.

." . s suction parameter, _/_o

_ SLEE sharp leading-edge extension

U= free-stream velocity

VG pylon-type vortex generator

x chordwise distance of static pressure orifice from wing LE

u angle of attack, deg

uD u for which onset of LE separation occurs

ACA,BA L CA - CAo

thrust parameter, CTCOS_/CNsin_

\ _o theoretical thrust parameter for a 60° thin flat plate
delta

%

n fraction of semispan, 2y/b

n s boundary between attached and separated flow

A sweep angle

% VG toe-in angle, towards wing apex
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, I. INTRODUCTION

, This section presents a brief overview of the development and

characteristics of delta wing aircraft, a literature survey on drag

reduction devices that could possibly offset high levels of induced drag

(which is charact_ristlc of this planform}, and concludes with a

discussion of the present investigation.

I.I DELmA WING CONCEPT

The delta wing concept evolved during the 1930's as aerodynamicists

began challenging the problems of supersonic flight (ref. I). German

efforts resulted in the production of the Messerschmitt ME-163 Komet

interceptor aircraft which had a tailless swept-wing configuration. In

1943, a German aeronautical scientist by the name of Lippisch designed

the Li P13a which was to be a ramjet-powered supersonic aircraft having

a 60° swept true delta planform. A glider w_s built in this Con-

figuration and was to be used for low-speed manned flight tests;

however, American troops captured the glider in 1945 before it was

completed. It was redesignated [14-1 and subsequently tested at the

Langley Research Center (refs. 2 and 3). The _-i will be discussed

further in the next section in regard to a wing leading-edge modifica-

tion intended to improve maximum lift and stability.

i In 1945, R. T. Jones of the then Memorial Aeronautical
Langley

Laboratory published wlnd-tunnel test reeults on a 81ender delta wing

which indicated that oompressibilit¥ effects would be less th_n for a
l

1 conventional wing (ref. 4). The following year Convair won the

I
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competition for the development of a supersonic interceptor aircraft.

Wind-tunnel tests indicated that the initial design (viz., 45° swept

_ wing) had poor low_speed characteristics. These problems were corrected

; by filling in the trailing-edge gap until a true delta wing was formed.

_ Further study revealed that high-speed performance w_uld be enhanced by
:4

sweeping the wing leading edge further back to 60°, This research led

<,

, to the XF-92A testbed delta aircraft and eventually to the production of

the F-102, F-106, and B-58 aircraft.

The advantages of thin highly swept delta planforms are high drag

divergent Maoh number, reduced supersonic wave drag, and the capability

to operate at high angles of attack due to increased lift generated by

wing leading-edge "vortex flow"o The principal d/sadvantage is the

large drag-due-to-lift at angle of attack caused by the loss of leading-

edge s_ctlon due to flow separation. These characteristics limit high-g

transonic maneuver performance because the excess engine thrust

available must be used to balance the induced drag.

Future fighter aircraft requirements specify efficient supersonic

cruise for survivability and high-g maneuvering flight for air combat at

high subsonic/transonic speeds. The low aspect ratio delta wing is the

logical choice to meet these requirements if the lift induced drag could

be alleviated. One method to achieve drag reduction would be to control

the flow at the wing leading edge so as to maintain attached flow to

higher angles of attack and thus offset the llft induced drag by

increased levels of aerodynamic thrust, i.e., leading-edge suction. An

alternative _thod to generate aerodynamic thrust would be to have a

1982011291-012



small vortex ac_ on the forward face of the wing leadlng edge with flow

reattachment further aft.

Pursuing the concept of leading-edge flow control, a literature

survey was conducted for devices that had potential for controlling flow

•: separation on highly swept leading edges.

i. 2 LITW._ATURE SURVEY

T_:Is survey was based on two characteristics of delta wings: aero-

dynamic forces act primarily at the leading edge and wing leading-edge

flow separation occurs at low angles of attack. This eliminated

attached flow devices such as leading-edge flaps and slots. The survey

did reveal _at considerable research had been conducted on "fixed"

leading-edge devices -principally to alleviate/correct longlt _inal

Instability of swept-wing aircraft. The following paragraphs discuss

" the devices selected for evaluation.

The bulk of the material surveyed pertained to fences speci_ically

designed as fixes for longitudinal problems and not for drag reduction,

even though a lower drac_ was sometimes indicated at the higher angles of

attack. A typical report stated that longitudinal instability was

alleviated, but goes on to add that "fences were also effective in

reducing the drag-due-to-lift of the basic configuration" (ref. 5).

These were upper surface fences (evaluated on a F-102 delta scale model)

which were later modified by addi,g a wraparound pro_ectiun st the wing

leading edge l this configuration linearized the pitching momellt and llft

curves, and also reduced the drag of the basic model (ref. 6)o The_e

fences were flight tested at transonic speeds on a JF-102& alrcratt con-

figured with a conical caabered wing. Analysis of pressure measurements

!

3

C_
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t_

indicated that flow separation typical of _e delta wings was delayed

to higher angles of attack. In audition, the cambered leading edge was

effective in distributing the low pressure over a greater frontal area

and thus increasing aerodynamic thrust (Eel. 7).

From this survey, it appeared that fences in combination with a

blunt leading edge offered 9ossibilities for achieving significant drag

reduction.

Another device, called u_derwing leading-edge vortex generator, was .

evaluated at transonic speeds or a scale model of the TF-8A aircraft

(equipped with supercritical win_s) to determine their effect on

longitudinal stability characteristics. It was reported that the vortex

generators delayed pitch-up to higher angles of attack, and at the higher

lift levels, the drag was reduced (refs. 8 and 9). Similar results were

obtained in S_eden on a blunt 60° delta model at low speed using small

wraparound wing leading-edge vortex generators. In multiple
/

a_rangements, these devices delayed pitch-up by 5° angle of _Gtack and =

reduced drag by I0 percent; however, lift was reduced slightly in the

mid angle-of-attack range (ref. i0).

Another type of pylon vortex generator, re_orted in reference Ii ':

and called "vortilon", was positioned below _e wing and aft of the

flow stagnation line so that its influence on leading-edge flow would be

delayed until approaching stall conditions. This device was effective

in improving "_e longitudinal characteristics of the DC-9 aircraft with

no detrimental effect on cruise performance.

4

,¢
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From this information, it was concluded that leading-adam _rtex
l

generators had a potential for dra 9 reduction •t high _lqlae of attack -
/

worthy of further investigation. !_
!.

The notch (hereafter referred to a3 slot) Is another rather novel 1
f

device that has been tried as a le•ding-•dge flow manipulator to improve I

longitudinal stability, Reference 12 reports that multiple slots, •s I

evaluated on a thln 45° swept-wing model, improved longitudin•l st•bl- i!

lily at w_dsrata angles of attack and provided • mall reduction in
J

dr•g, •lthough at the expense of some lift. It Is interesting to note

th•t the pre-productlon F-106 aircr•ft had two pairs of fences (similar

to _h_ F-102) which were later repl•ced by • pair of slots and

appropriately c•lled "aerodynamic fences".

B•sed on this sc•nty inform•lion, multiple slots were perceived •s _'

having sufficient dr•g reduction potential to warrant testing.

The last device selected for this investigation was suggested by a

fix to the _-i glider mentioned earlier (ref. 2). To increase maximum

lift, the ON-1 researchers decided to force separation (to gain vortex

llft) by •tt•chlng a ama•ll sharp strip to the wln9 leading edge starting

•t the apex and extending to the mAd-semi•pan. This modification

increased the maximum Slit coQfficients of the C_4-I from 0.60 to 1.01

• nd had negligible effect on the dr•g at low lift.

It was concluded from the test report that this simple 4,vice had a

unique capability to control the le•dinc,-edgs flow - and it was thought

that • lhsrp exts,,Jion, If _roperly positioned, _uld have an equally

favorable eJ_e(;t on drag,

5 S
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keed on the Anforuation gathered from the literature survey, an

aerodynaaAc research program was initiated to investigate certain basic

I
aspects of the drag-reduction c_pebility of fences, slots, vortex

\

generators, and ohs_p leadlng-edge extensions. The next section pre-

i seats an overview o£ the factors influencing this program.

I.3 PRESENT XNVESTXGATION

The purpose of this investigation was two-fold: (I) to generate

sufficient data to quantify the drag-reductlon capabilities of fixed

leadlng-edge devices, and (2) to clarify _elr aerodynamic mechanisms.

Since the devices ware expected to perform (and perhaps even to

function) differently when tested in multiples, with varying geometries

and spenwlse positions, and also in comblnatlcn8 of different types of

devices, it was deemed desirable to conduct this study at low speed to

achieve economy oE wind-tunnel time.

Several factors influenced the wlnd-tunnel model design. First,

the decision for low-speed testing eliminated the need for an expensive

hlgh-q qualified metal n_del. Secondly, since the primary interest was

in flow Qontrol at the wing leading edge, it was decided that a 81mple

flat plate model would suffice, and thirdly, to achieve drag reduction

by controlling leadlng-edge suction would require a blunt leading edge

for which little information is avsil_hle. _ased on these factors, a

wooden flat plate crop1_d delta with three sets of con.tanS cross-

section wing Xeadlng edges (beveled, thin semi-elllptlc, and thick semi-

elllptic with static pressure orlflces) was deslgned and constructed.

l_oth the thin and thlck xmi-elliptlc leading edges had chordwiss slots

which served two l_lrpo_sst (I) to hold the fences and vortex generators

6
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in position, and (2) to _unction as a device when open. The other three

devices were constructed of thin flat plate alumimuu which facilitated

device design changes during testing, i.e., a new set of devices could

; be constructed in about 2 hours. The beveled wing leading edge _8

evaluated to establish a baseline for the thin seml-elliptic leading
"I

edge •

Geometric variables for the fences and vortex generators were

limited to a reasonable number for the ensuing parametric studies. The

family of chordwise fences were symmetric with the wing leading edge and

had geometric parameters of height, length, and distance from the wing

leading edge. The family of vortex generators extended below and ahead

of the wing leading edge and had design parameters of sweep angle (down

from the plane of the wing) and toe-in angle (towards the wing apex).

The slot geometry was unaltered because of their secondary role of pro-

viding attachment for the thin flat plate fences and pylon-type vortex

generators •

In its original configuration, the _4-i had a low maximum llft

coefficient which was partly attributed to attached flow, viz., the

large thickness ratio and leadlng-edge radius prevented flow separation

at the wing leading edge, and consequently, the development of vortex

llft. In the present investigation, it was expected that flow separa-

tion would c_cur naturally on the wind-tunnel model at moderate angles

of attack_ however, it was thought that if a sharp extension would force

earlier separation - and was able to _aintaln the resulting vortex (low

pressure) along its length Just ahead of the wing - then significant

drag reduction would be gained.

7
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The chord of the sharp leading-edge extenQlon (SLEE) was scaled to

that tested on the _-1 and was positioned further out the span w_era it

was exi_cted to function at a lower angle of attack, The SI_E _a
f

teated in the plane of wing slmmetry (as was done on the _-l) and also

in the plane of the wing lower surface - where it was reasoned that by i

allowing the vortex to operate on more frontal area, additional aerody-

namic thrust would be generated.

The first phase of the test program involved an exploratory /,

investigation of the four types of devices on the thin semi-elliptic

leading edge. Ninety test runs were made during this phase which

'- evaluated the geometries, positions, and multiplicity of devices andJ

established a data base. From this information, the best device in each

family was selected for phase two testing on the pressure instrumented

thick semi-elliptic leading edge. The balance and pressure data

collected during this phase added to the data base and was used to eval-
\

uate leading-edge radius effects and to gain a better understanding of ,,

the aerodynamic mechanlsms associated with the devices.

It must be e_phaslzed that the present investigation was a pars- i

metric study of simple fixed position leading-edge devices and that no

attempt was made to optimize the design of the devices. However, this

study does Provide the data base from which an optimisation program _

could be developed.
J

The data presented in this thesis are in graphical form - the ',

tabulated data are contained An mference 13.

j 8

ii
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_, lI. I_8BARCH NODF_8 AND LKADII_-EDGE DEVICES

Descriptions of the models and leading-edge _ovice8 umed for this

\ investigation are presented in this section.

2.1 RESEARCH MODELS

2.1.1 60 ° Delta (Tests 47 and 51)

This wooden model of cropped-delta planform was provided with two

pairs of leading edges of constant cross-sectionz semi-elllptic and !;

wedge. The semi-elllptic leading edges had 81x chordwlse slots at the

25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, 75, and 87.5 percent semispan positions to hold the

devices (i.e., fences and pylon-type vortex generators). A balsa-wood

housing on top of the wing covered the six-component balance. A drawing

of the model is shown in figure I and other pertinent data are presented

in Table I.

2oi.2 60° Delta ITest 63)

The model described above was modified for Test 63. It had

thicker seml-elliptic leading edges (twice the thickness previously

tested) with slots at the 25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, and 75 percent semispan

positions. The right-hand leading edge was instrumented wlth chordwise

rows of static pressure orifices at the 20, 33, 45, 57, 70, and 82 per-

cent umispan positions (see ref. 13 for crifice coordinates). The

balance and _anivalve (see Teble 1 for limits) ware mounted on the

upper and lobar surfaces, respectively, and each covered with an alumi-

num fairing. An alumAnun plate was attached to the lower surface to

cover the natic pressure tubing. This model is presented in figure 2

with pertinent data confined _n Table 1.

g
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Dimensionsin centimeters.

1.27

72.52

Figure1. - Detailsof modelusedforTests47 and51.

10
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Table 1

Model Characterlsticst Test Condi_ions, and

Data Measurement CapabilitiesP

/'\ Characterlstic_ Thin Win9 Thick Win9

Test .47/51 Test 63
: Model

_ep angle........ ..... ...,.......... 60° 60°
Wing area, On2..........,.....,....... 2765 3-'54
Span, cla,.....,.,o...... .o.,.,,.o,..,. 72,5 72,4
Reference chord, om ..... , ..... ...,..., 46,4 50,9

Aspect ratio. ...... • .... ....... ..... .. 1.90 1.61
Taper ratio, percent .................. 9.87 18.16

Leading-edge radius, cm........ ....... 0.117 0.231
Boundary-layer transition trip,

chordwise, cm (60 grit) (ref. 14).. 3.0 none
Noaent reference center, am

x, from apex,, ...... . ...... o..,..,. 32.38 32,38
z, from upper surface .... ....., .... -0.635 -0.635

Test Conditions Thin Wing Thick Wing

_kach number ........... .. .... ... ........ ...0.20 0.16

Reynolds number, based on
reference chord... ................ 2.3 x 106 2.0 x 106

Measurements

Balance
Normal force.... .... .... ...... ,..,..... 2669 + 13,34 N
Axial force... ....... .... ..... ...,..... 222 + 1.11 N
Side force.....,., ...... .........,,..,. 1334 + 6.67 N

m

Pitching mnt,,...,,.,,,..,,.,,,,.... 113 + 0.56 O
Rolling moment..............,...,...... 34 + 0.17 J
Yawing Moment..,... ..... ..,.,,.,,...... 66 _ 0.34 J

Pressure Transducer 35000 + 172 N/m2

J i ii • ii ill

11
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Dimension_in centimeters.

,l

f_--T
-- 9.53 2.54 :

_L
L " _,/ " ',

. -- i i ¢1_ ,'

. 72._6 -

Q

Figure2. - Detailsof modelusd for Tesl53.

12
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2.2 LEADING-EDGE DEVICES

2.2.1 Open Slots

The wing leadlng-edge slots _ere nominally 5.1 cm in length

chordwise and 0.089 cm in width for all tests. These slots, the same as

used to hold the devices, were sealed when not An use. Jl

2.2.2 Fences

Figure 3 presents the geometry and dimensions of the fences tested

on both sets of seal-elliptic wing leading edges. This family of

leading-edge devices was made from flat plate aluminum stock and held in

position by the slots. !_

2.2.3 P_10.n-T_pe Vortex Generators (VG)
;

The geometry and dimensions of this family of d °'ices are shown

in figure 4. The dimensions of these devices were kept constant for all

tests. With the exception of vortex generator (VG) number 3, these

devices were flush with the wing upper surface starting at the wing

leading-edge apex. VG 4 and VG 6 had a I0° inboard toe-in angle while

VG 5 had a 20° inboard toe-in angle (relative to the wing chord llne).

These devices also were constructed of thin aluminum and held in posi-

tion by the slots.

2.2.4 Sharp Leading-Edge Extensions (SLEE)

When fastened to the lower surface of the wing, these 0.l-cm

thick aluminum devices projected ahead of and parallel to the leading

edges (fig. 5). The mid-position (M-SLEE) was s_tric with respect to

the wing leading edge while the low position (L-SLEE) was in the plane

st the wang lower surface. Note that the fences when tested in com-

bination with the L-SLEE _re moved forward An the slots to match the

SLEE leading edge.

13 :
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Figure4. - Drawingof pylon-typevortexgeneratorstested.
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figure5. - Drawingof midandlowsharpleadingedgeextensionswith
projectionsof 0.M on a_l 0.89an nlspedtvely.
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III. WIND-TUNNEL FACIX,XTY

The following paragraphs present a brief overview of the test i

facility used for this investigation. Specific details can be found in

the references.

3.l DESCRIPTION

This series of tests were conducted in _e _SA Langley Research

Center's 7- by 10-foot hlgh-speed tunnel. This i8 a continuous flow,

s

closed-clrcult, atmospheric tunnel with test-sectlon speeds varying from

very low to approximately Math = 0.94. Reference 15 contains the

details on tunnel calibration and test capabilities.

\

3.2 DATA ACQUISITION AND OUTPUT

This facility is equipped with a dedicated on-site computer

system which operates a digital <_ta acquisition, d/splay, _nd control

system. System output is recorded on a line orinter and displayed on a

graphics terminal with hard copy capability. Reference 16 contains the

details oa system capabilities and data reduction.

3.3 TEST SECTION AND NODEL 8t_lq:)RT SYSTEM

The _lk-in test section is nominally 213 on high and 305 nm

wide, with 33S at of usable length. Figure 6 shows th= test motion and

the vertical Rrut used to hold the sting 8uppor* SMStem. Both the

standard (Test Sl) and high angle 8tabillty (Tests 47 and 63) 8tinge

were used dazing this investigation.

17
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3.4 FLOW VISUALIZATION

Flow visualization studies, using smoke, oil, and tuft

'; techniques, _re conducted during the course of this research and proved

useful _tring data analysis. Figure 7 shows a typical smoke setup in

:. which kerosene smoke is introduced ahead of the model by a hand-held

generator and the resulting flow streamlines observed and photographed.

Surface flow patterns were vlsu_lized at test Math number using

fluorescent oll and tufts that would lumlne_ce under ultraviolet light

(see ref. 17 for mlnl-tuft techniques)• These techniques provided a

"footprint" of the separated vortex flow which were remotely pho-

tographed through top and side windows of the test section.

|

+

!

I

i
m

• !
!
I
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IV. CALIBT_TIOH AND DATA CORRECTIONPROCEDURES

This section presents a brief overview of calibration procedures

and corrections to data. Further details can be found in the

references.

4.1 CALIBRATIONS

The six-component strain-gage balance _s calibrated, both in the

laboratory and on the sting, so that measured forces and moments could

be converted _o engineGring units. The accelerometer was calibrated to

obtain true angle of attack. In addition, the pressure transducer used

In Test 63 was calibrated to obtain engineering units.

4.2 CORR/_IONSTODATA

For the test conditions of this study, no correction for lon_ltu-

dinal buoyancy was required (ref. 15). Re_erence 18 was used to compute

solid and wake blockages due to the model. Jet boundary corrections

were applied Co angle of attack aa derived fro_t reference 19. as well as

corrections for aerodynamic loading of the sting support system.

Corrections for model weight ware applied to force and noment data.

Chamber pressure measurements were used to eliminate housing drag in the

drag data.

21
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V° DATA PRESENTATION

Before proceeding to the analysis of the data, the aerodynamic

coefficients selected to evaluate the characteristIQs and performance of

the devices will be introduced along with the Ithods of presentation.

Definitions for the coefficients can be fou,d in the List of 8_qabols.

Basic wing data are presented in graphical form as a dashqd line for

coeparlson purposes. The following two subsoctlons discuss the static

pressure and balance derived data°

5.1 BALANCE DATA

The diagrams in figure 8 show the orientation of the aerodynamic

coefficients with respect to the body axis and wind axis coordinate

systems. Angle of attack (which is alternately referred to as "u" or

"alpha" in the text] is the angle between the free-stream flow and the

wing. For a symmetric air_oil at u - 0°, the only nonzero force acting

ks the profile drag [a combination of skin-frlction and pressure/form

drag); however, with increasing angles of attack, an unbalance in other :.

aerodynamic forces develops. The normal force and axial force

coefficients (CN and CA) were selected to evaluate drag reduction per-

formance of the devices instead of the usual wind axl8 coefficients.

CN CL

1

Syml_rl¢ Air'loll

a-o ° a>o" -A a>o*
Co0- C_ > 0 _ ,4,$ Wind Alls
Profllo Orw

figure 8.- Diagram shovlng the orientat_ _ of

aerodynamic coefficients.

¢
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This was done because CA is a more sensitive indicator of changes in

drag.

A typical presentation of these coefficients is shown in figure

14. In the upper graph, two aspects of thin symmet'tlc alrfoils can be

noted - CN = 0 at a = 0°, and the data are linear to about 8° _, but

nonlinear beyond. The break in the date at 8° indicates the onset of

leading-edge (LE) separation (_D = 8o) which is closely followed by the

development of a primary vortex system which originates at the wing tip

and moves inboard along the LE to the wing apex. LE separation is also

evident in the center C_ graph near 8° _ by the departure of the curve

from an initial parabolic sheiks; the _ubsoquent severe reversal in the

data near 10° _ Ind'cates a significant thrust loss most likely caused

by flow separation at th_ wing trai1_n9 edge. The inherent ability of

the CA coefficient co reflect changes in the aerodynamic thrust

(CT - CAo - CA} makes it a highly visible drag type coefficient that is

well _Ited for this investigation.

Figure 25 contains a typical comparison betweon LE devices and

the basic wing (dashed line). The CA data for the fence-on cases

indicate greater negative values beyond uD = 8° which implies lower

drag. This is confirmed by the drag parameter (PD = CD - CD,B_CD, BW)

in the center graph, vlt., by adding three fences to the basic wing, a

drag reductlon of 27 percent at 12° a la possl_le. Thus, CA was

selected as the primary coefficient to compare the drag performance of '

the LE devices.

The pltchlng-aomant coefficient (Cm) was another Important aero-

dynamic coefficient used to evaluate the LE devices. An example is at

23
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the bottom of figure 25 which shows that C is negatlv_ at u - 0° - am

characteristic typlcal of tailless planforms. The basic wing (dashed

line) has a gentle slope to about 6° _ _hlch is a favorable aspect;

however, the subsequent sharp downturn is an undesirable feature that

will cause serious control problems. Near I0° u, the basic wing becomes

longitudlnally unstable (pltch-up) as indicated by the reversal in the

curve; the fence-on cases have improved the longltudi3al characteristics

by reducing the slope beyond 8° angle of attack and delaying pitch-up by

several degrees a. (Note that the C data for the thin wing have beenm

modified from that reported in reference 13 by moving the moment

reference center 5.1 cm further aft in order to magnlfy/lllustrate

characteristic variations with u.)

Additionally, balance data for the thick wing is included with

pressure data in discussions of LE device flow mechanisms. (See example

in figure 26(b).) Note that the pitching moment is referenced to 47

percent of the root chord. The next section explains the method used to

convert the static pressure measurements into the wing leading-edge

thrust coefficient CT.

5.2 PRESSURE DATA

Pressure data were collected during Test 63 (thick win 9 ) to

achieve a better understanding of the ol_ration of the devices by means

of aerodynamic thrust distributions along the wing leading edge. Since

reference 20 established that aerodynamic forces on delta _._g_ occur

primarily along the leading edge, it was decided to _nstrument the right

leading edge with static pressure orifices. (See Section 2.1.2 for

model instrtunentation.) Discussions follow on the integration of +_e

24
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static pressure data to obtain the thrust coefficients, CT,LC L PRESS

and CT,TOT PRESS' and the presentation of these data. Also figure 9 is +

included to assist in this discussion.

% c._ i .

1;l+'l +
I-l

Figure 9.- Drawing showing the parameters used in the computation

of the pressure derived thrust coefficient.

The local suction force

m

i_l SFij

developed around the leading edge of a station is defined to be

m

(PlJ " P®)a A--ij
i-I

where PiJ is the measured static pressure at the I th orifice oZ the

jth station, a is the moaeured distance along the leading edge of the

jth station (which is considered constant for the modal teated), and

Aalj iS the vertical distance that PlJ operate8 on. With the aletm_-

-' tlon that the suction force per unit length of leading edge is I coherent

25
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m

i_-lSFij/a

t'

then the total suction force exerted on the wing by a station would be

t,

" (2r} i_=l SFij/a

where 2r is the total distance along both leading edges. By using the

relations p - pm = q_ C and CT = Cs cosA (A being the wing sweepP

angle), and dividing by the reference force u_ Sre f, yields

m

CT,LCL PRESS = CTj = i=Ix (2r) Cpi j Azij cosA/Sre f.

Averaging the sum of the local thrusts leads to

1 n

= Z. CTj"CT,TOT PRESS n =3 x

The thrust distributions thus derived, along with balance data

and flow visualization pictures, have been used to establish LE device

flow mechanisms. Because of the volume of information involved, the

data for each device have been condensed and standardized into a two-

part figure ((a) and (b)). The following paragraphs describe the figure

layout and serve as a guide _or all the devices,

In figure 26(a), the device and configuration is shown at the top

of the page with the relative position of the two pressure stations

selected for discussion shown by dots, The first two columns of graphs

26
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t

ii present the pressure coefficient around the leading edge An a chordwise

direction (Cp vs. x, An.) for three angles of attack. In the case of

_ the SLEE, the lower surface data are shown with square symbols. The

] last column shows the thrust coefficient distribution along the semispan

:i (CT,LC L vs. _1 for four angles of attack. The dashed lines represent
'4

_ basic wing (no device) data which will be used as a hasellne to compare

the devices. The arrows indicate the position of each device.

14
The last two columns in figure 261b1 show the _,LCL distribu-

tions versus u for the six pressure stations. These distributions

were also used to determine the local onset of LE flow separation

defined as the first decrease in sl_pe beyond t_e linear portion of the

curves. This established a boundary between attached and separated flow

as can be noted in the qs vs. a graph in the lower left corner of !

the figure. ,_

I

J
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z

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

, This section deals with analyses of the data and starts with a

discussion of the factors that could contribute to inaccurate or

:' misleading conclusions. The aerodynamic characteristics of the basic

wing'are discussed first to establish a reference, followed b_ com-

parisons of the leadlng-edge devices tested, and concludes with a sum-

mary of the results. The best performing configuration within a family

of devices is compared with the basic wing and flow mechanisms per-

tainlng to the devices are suggested.

\
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6.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING TEST DATA

G. i.1 Balance Accuracy

The quoted instrument limit of error of the six-component I

_" balance, which is presented in Table I, would suggest that accuracy was •

not a factor bearing on the results of this investigation, except I
s

T_ possibly in the axial direction when the absolute magnitude of the data !
i

might fall below the threshold sensitivity of the balance. A graph of I

_ the uncorrected balance measured _xlal force (AF) versus a is shown

in figure I0, where the dashed llne represents the balance threshold

sensitivity and data system error. A comparison with the axial-force

coefficient data in the same figure shows that the AF curve is a minimum

near the departure angle of attack but has not entered the region of

uncertainty. Therefore, the axial force data are considered accurate

for this study.

6.1.2 Sting support systems

A rule of thumb for minimizing sting interaction is that the base

of the model should be at least 5 to 6 balance housing diameters '_

upstream of the first taDered section of the sting. The standard sting

used during Test 51 meets this requirement and has been proven through

previous test experience to have no significant influence on the data.

However, it should be remembered that blockage can result in misl_ading '

conclusions and that this effect is an important consideration in wind-

tunnel research.

6ol.3 Data Repeatability

It is uneconomical to conduct comprehensive error analysls of

wlnd-tunne_ data and was certainly not required for this investigation!

2g
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Fig_e I0.- Balance accurac¥ - axlal c_i_onent.
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however, a minimum check of the repeatabilitl of the &_ta collected was

made durinq the final test. Two sets of data were taken at a constant

before proceeding to the next angle of attack. At the four u steps

thus investigated, the maximum difference in CA balance (the most

crltical) was 0.56 percent, and the pressure coefficients showed almost

identical distributions at all stations. It was, therefore, concluded

that data repeatability was not a factor of concern in this

investigation.

6.I. 4 Boundary-Layer Transition Trip

As a practical measure, in order to avoid the possibility of

disturbing the pressure measurements, At was decided that a transition

trip was not necessary for Test 63 because in the e r_nge of interest,

the wing was under the influence of LE separation, vl :., the flow would

separate prior to reaching the trip. _o verify th_s de-[sion, a com-

parative test was made of the basic wing with a 60 grit trip located in

a narrow band 3.3 am aft of and parallel to the wing LE on both the

upper and lower surfaces. Comparison of the longitudinal coefficient

data (fig. Ii) showed that miror variations dad occur. The CN versus

a data are seen to he almost identical as is the case for the CA data

except that the latter has a mincr deviotion at a -- 16°, The pitching-

moment coefficient (Cm) data shows a mall scatter at low angles o_

attack, but very close agreement in the Q range of interest (beyond

u - 8°) • On the evidence of this comparison, it was ooncluded that a

boundary-layer transltion trip was unnecessary for this study.
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Figure II.- Effect of boundary-layer transition trip on the

performance of the thick wing (Test 63),
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6.1.5 Fluorescent Mini-Tufts

& novel e_periment was conducted during the oouree of Test 63

that involved the simultaneous collection of force and pressure data as

well as flow visualization pictures. Based on the information contained

in reference 17, very small (0.02 m diameter) nylon monofilament

material, which has been treated with a fluorescent d_e, will radiate in

the visible spectrum when illuminated with an ultraviolet light uource,

and hence, photographed without interfering significantly with the flow

field. An exampl_ can b_ seen in figure 18. This concept of distur-

bance free surface flow visualization which allows simultaneous

photographic-balance-pressure recording over a range of angles of attack

has potential for considerable economy of wAnd-tunnel test time.

A verification of this concept was attempted following the first

run {no tufts) when approximately 1000 mini-tufts nominally 3.2 on in

length were glued to the wing upper surface using a mixture of three

parts Duco cement and one part lacquer _linner _Ich, when dry, could

not be felt by the fingertips. The results are presented in figure 12.

The CA versus u data show close agreomel_t except near

u = 12° which _uld be attributed to the condltfon of the leading edge

and will be discussed in the next subsection. At u - 11.5 ° , the

pressure data at the 45 and 70 percent semlspan positions show almost

identical pressures for both cases except got a slight deviation in the

upper pressures at n " 0,70.

On the basis of the foregoing data, the mlnl-tufts were retained

for the duration of testing.
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6.1.6 wing _l_ading-Sdp Sur_a, ce Condition

Xt becaa_e _p_rent durin_ Test 51 that the _ _s being aerodyna-

ettcally degraded by the model change procedures, i.e., accumulation of

plaster on and near the transition trip and nicks In the wood surface In

the vicinity of the slots. To _termine the influence of surface con-

dition on the data, a tes_ w&s conducted in which the LZ was covered

with a smooth _kin _aterial (Unicote). The first two t_sts (Rune 56 and

57) of this series were unaucLessful due to peeling of the Unicote

during the runs. The last test (Run 58) was conducted after the model

was _pletely reconditioned and a new transition trip applied as

before:

The primary variatiou in the data occurred with CA and As pre-

sented In figure 13. This comparison indicates a minor scatter in the

data between 8 ° and 13° angle of attack with the two Unicote rune

showing a more gradual loss of LE suction than the reconditioned wing. ,

A posulble explanation is contained In reference i0 which reported that !

very auall steps at the LE that _re Just barely noticeable to the touch

of the fin_rtipe could cause an effect similar to that of a vortex

g_nerator, i.e., a more gradual LE separation. For this to occur in the

present study, the Irregularltles around the 81ote must have projected

through the L_icote material, thus alterin_ the flow. This Is believed _,

i to be the case _cause after the model _s reconditioned for the final

i run,of this test, the slots could not be felt with the flngertlp,

q
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?

From this discussion, It is concluded that the final test (Run

58) provided valid data for the purposes of this research. It is also

.' noted that LE surface condition can be an important factor in experi-

ments concerned with LE flow separation.
.o
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6.2 BASIC WING AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS •

6.2.1 Delta Win_ Flow Mechanisms

_, The general character of the flow over delta wings with blunt

leading edges will be discussed before presenting the results of this

_ study. There are two angles of attack (u) ranges to considerz the low

7

u range for which the flow is fully attached around the leading edge

(laminar and/or turbulent boundary layer), and a higher u range in i_
I

I
which LE flow separation predominates. The separated flow develops into i_

a spiral vortex sheet that rolls up into a vortex core over the leading

edge. The vortex origin moves along the leading edge from the tip to

the wing apex with increasing u, following the inboard spread of

separated flow. The primary vortex will eventually burst causing a sud-

den reduction in rotational energy which dissipates into turbulence.

\

The complexity of the vortex system, with primary, secondary, and

perhaps tertiary vortices, is discussed in reference 21. The parameters

that influence the change from attached to separated flow are discussed

below. "

The angle of attack at which the changes in the type of flow

(i.e., onset of separation and vortex formation) first become evident

in the overall aerodynamic characteristics of the wing (viz., normal

force, axial force, and pitching moment) is called _le departure angle

of attack (UD), and is a function of LE radius, wing sweep angle, and

Reynolds number. LE blunting increases uD by allowing attached flow

to persist to higher angles of attack, whereas increasing LE sweep for a

given radius causes earlier departure. It has been found that LE radius

and wing sweep effects may be combined into a single parameter, viz., LE

38
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radius Reynolds number (RLE R) based _ on the free-stream velocity com-

ponent normal to the LE (ref. 22). Increasing RI_ R makes the LE boun-

dary layer (normally turbulent because of sweep-induced instability that

forces early transition of the laminar boundary layer) relatively

thinner, and therefore, more resistant to separation in the adverse

pressure gradient region starting just downstream of the LE - thus

increasing aD° With further increase in u, additional (and more ,:

drastic) changes in the overall force and moment characteristics can

occur as the point of vortex burst moves upstream from the wake region

onto the wing.
/-

It should be clear from the above discussion that the flow over

delta wings is basically complex and that LE devices add to this

complexity. The mechanisms associated with the vortex system will be .. •

discussed next using balance, pressure, and flow visualization.

6.2.2 Thin Basic Wing (Test 51, Run 58) "_

The basic wing (without devices) was tested to establish a base

llne for comparative assessments of the LE devices. Prior to the test,
e

the model was reconditioned by filling the LE slots with plaster, '_

sanding and painting the model, and applying a new transition trip to

t_e upper and lower surfaces. 'l_e _finish on the LE was such that the

slots could not be felt by fingertips. The following paragraphs discuss

/

the aerodynamic characteristics and oil flow visualizations and com-

parison of data with theory. _

The normal force, axial force, and pitching-moment coefficients,

as shown in figttre 14, indicate trends typical of a delta wing with

blunt LE, i.e., fully attached LI flow at low angles of attack followed

39 _'
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/

by LE separation at higher angles. For this wing, aD = 8° can be

recognized by the sudden increase in the _ 81ope curve and by the

simultaneous departure of CA from the initial parabolic curve (ice.,

LE separation causing loss of LE suction). From these two curves, it is

; apparent that vortex (or nonlinear} lift has been generated at _.he

expense of LE suction (or thrust). Note also that through the range of

angle of attack beyond aD the vortex lift has been maintained and that

CA shows a slight recovery. It is precisely this exchange between the

normal- and axial-force coefficients that causes the additional (vortex)
i

llft on a delta wing to be necessarily accompanied with a drag penalty.

The pitching-moment coefficient (Cm) is also influenced by the

development of the vortex system. At a D -_ 8°, the curve shows a defi-

nite nose dewn trent_ which can be attributed to the vortex llft being

generated aft of the moment reference center. By i0°, the vortex system I
I
I

appears to have progressed up the LE to a point where the forward moving

center of pressure causes a pitch-up moment. The pltch-up point can

also be recognized in the CA uurve as the a for which the LE separa- _

tlon gradient is greatest - which produces increased vortex lift at the

expense of suction over most of the LE. i

Figure 15 shows oil flow visualiT.ation pictures of the right-hand

upper surface at angles of attack of approximately 4° , 9° , and 15° • At

4°, the flow is fully attached over the wing except for a laminar

separation bubble along the LE. This bubble is a region of slowly

rotating low energy fluid, resulting from a local separation of the

laminar BL in an adverse pressure gradient followed by reattachment as

turbulent flow (inset "a"). The apex of the primary vortex system

41
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I

?igure 15.- Oil flow visualL_ation pict,_res o_ tlght-hand '_

upper surface o_ thin basic wing.
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appears to be near the 40 percent semispanposition at approximately

9°when the wing is approaching the point of pitch up. The vortex core

• trajectory in the plan view is indicated by the locus of inflexion

points in the herringbone-type pattern formed in the oil flow. Inset

"b" shows a typical cross-sectlon of the vortex system normal to the LE

and viewed from the rear. The large primary vortex rotates in a

counter-clockwise direction (clockwise on the left wing), with a smaller

secondary vortex rotating in the opposite sense (inset "c"). By

u : 15° , the vortex system has progressed close to the wing apex; the

flow pattern then stabilize_ with further increase in u as indicated

by the regularity of the curves in figure 14.

A comparison of the present meas_trements with theory (ref. 23) is

contained in figure 16. The theory allows for intermediate values of LE

suction between i00 percent suction (fully attached or potential flow!

and O percent suction (fully separated flow). This comparison of drag-

due-to-lift (CD - CDo) data for the blunt LE confirms that the LE flow

is attached up to approximately 8° angle of attack as previously noted

in the CN and CA characteristics. Between 8° and 15° , ther_ is a

rapid loss of LE suction that f%nally settles along the I0 Percent suc-

tion curve - which is e_pected of a blunted T_. The data for a wedge LE

also shows the expected (smaller) residual suction arising f_om the for-

ward sloping surface behind the sharp LE.

6.2.3 Thick Basic Win_ (Test 63, Run 18)

This run provided the baseline data for evaluating the LE devices

tested on this wing. _ae model was prepared in the same manner as

described in the previous section except that the LE slots were flush
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Figure 16.- ComparLson oE e_peri,.ental data _Lth theory

[or the thin basic wing.
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filled with shaped aluminum inserts. Balance and surface static

pressure measurements as well as mini-tuft pictures were taken at each

data point. The results are presented in figures 17 through 19.

Figure 17 presents the balance measurements. _ negative CN and

positive Cm at u = 0° is belle_ed to result from asymmetry in the

trailing-edge bevel (see flg. 2). LE separation and pitch-down occurred

near 9° and pitch-up at approximately 16° as opposed to 8° and 10° ,

respectively for the thin delta wi_g. It was expected that the larger

LE radius of this wing would maintain attached flow to a higher u than

on the thin wing, but to delay the pitch-up angle by as much as 7°

requires additional explanation.

The flow visualization pictures (fig. 18) for _ = 16° show that

the primary vortex :_s reached the vicinity of the wing apex. Although

the mini-tufts lack the degree of resolution afforded by the oil flow,

both the visualization techniques show the main features of the surface

flow patterna e.g., attachment and separation lines, outflow under the

primary vortex, ard the position of the 9ortex system relative to _le

LE. In addition, the oil pattern shows local regions of high 3hear out-

board of each LE slot location. Evidently, the disturbance pr._duced by

the slots (even _lough plugged flush) was sufficient to promote locally

separated f_.ow with subsequent reattachment. This contention is sup-

i ported in reference i0 which reported that seemingly minor LE disturban-

cas had 8%gniflcant effect on the LE suction characteristics of a blunt

delta wing. Thus, the progress of LE separation towards the wing apex

with increasing a is slowed resulting in a delayed pitch-up. More

importantly, the above effect would be expected to improve the high u
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Figure 17.- Aerodynamic characteristics of the

thick basic wing.
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drag characteristics of the basic wing, with the result that the

assessed performance of LE devices _uld be conservative. To provide

more understanding of the LE thrust distribution, the surface static

!
pressures around the right LE were integrated as discussed in section

5.2.

In figure 19, the pressure derived LE thrust coefficients (local

and total_ is compared with the balance axial force coefficient

(_CA,BA L - CA - CAo). The figure at the to> shows a typical thrust

distribution. Th te is generally close agreement between balance and

pressure data (lower two curves) to approximately u - 13° at _lich point

the balance data indicate an axial force increase that is not reflected

in the pressure data. This situation indicates that the balance sensed

a body-axis force that occurred other _an at the LE and could be attri-

buted to the onset of trailing-edge separation. Th_ pressure data show

a sudden loss of LE thrust near _ = 19° which can also be noted in

CT,LCL PRESS at n - 0.45 and 0.70. The local thrust distribution high-

lights several in.teresting aspects of the wing tested.

It can be noted that while CT,TOT PRESS is zero at u = 0°, the

local values show a scatter at the origin which continues to about u -

14° • An unrealistic negatlve thrust noted at n = 0.20 and 0.33 is

perhaps due to the limited number of orifices near the stagnation line.

The importance of this figure is that the bast position for LE drag-

reduction devices can be determined, e.g., the departure of ACA, BA L

near u - 14o would probably be delayed by locating a device near

n - 0.82 (to decrease slope) and _ - 0.45 (to increase slope).
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6.3 FENCES

6.3.1 Geometr[

A total of seven different fences weru _,alJatud with respect to

"- variation in height and length. {See fig. 3 for fence dimensions.)
%

> ComD_iL_ns were made between the dlfferent geometries to determine the

• capability of each fence to delay the onset, or reduce the severity, of

LE separation as indicated by the departure of the axial-force coef-

ficient curves from the initial parabolic shape and from the basic wing

data. The results are presented in figures 20 and 21.

Figure 20 (upper CA graph) shows a height comparison between

fences that are at ehe 75 and R7.5 percent semispan (q = 0.75 and 0.875)
T

which project ahead of the th_n wing LE. The Fl-fence configuration

indicates slightly less drag than F2 (of twice the height) at angles of

attack below I00. This would be expected from considerations of skin

friction drag of the fences. In the mid a range (i0 ° to 20°), both

fences indicate a gradual LE separation starting at _ = 8° , the fence
/ D

with larger height appearing to have a slight drag advantage.

The last two C A graphs in figure 20 show height comparisons

with fences (F3 and F4) that are flush with the wing LE. The data show

the same trends as in the previous graph.

The results of the height comparisons would indicate that for the

fence geometries evaluated, the_e was little or no effect noted in the

test s range and that the height parameter is not a driving design

consideration. A logical question would be, what is the minimum height

required to produce an improvement over the basic wing characteristics? T

The significant effects noted with filled-in slots in comparison with
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clean leading edges (section 6.1.6) _uld suggest that the minimum

effective fence height may be very small indeed. However, the question

of minimum height and also a chordwise variation in height require

further study.

The second fence geometric variable evaluated was the chordwise

length downstream of the wing LE including projection ahead of the wing

LE. The upper CA graph in figure 21 shows a comparison between single

fences of four different lengths located at q = 0.625 on the than delta

wing. Close agreement of data is found up to uD _ 8° , but differences

can be noted beyond. Near 12 °, the F2 fence (which projects ahead of

the LE) shows a relatively sudden loss of suction while the flush-

mounted F4 fence and its derivative F7 (upper surface only) indicates a

less severe loss of effectiveness. The longer flush-mounted F6 fence

delays this effect to approximately u = 16° and would appear to have the

best performance as can be seen by the relative magnitudes of the

curves. Note that a comparison of the F4 and F7 data ir .cares that

following the onset of separation, there is some advantage to having the

fence extend over both the upper and lower surfaces.

Figure 21 (center CA graph) presents a length comparison for

two fences of smaller height, F1 (projection ahead of wing) and F3

(flush mounted), which are located at q = 0.75 and 0.875. In the u

range i0° to 20° , the flush-mounted fences appear to have retained

slightly more LE suction. This advantage may be expected to improve

with the addition of a third fence at say n = 0.625. This expectation

is supported in the last graph.
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The bottom CA graph in figure 21 contains data for three fences

of F2 and F4 type, located at. n = 0.625, 0.75, and 0.875. It is readily

apparent that flush-mounted fences (r4) (having less wetted area) pro-

duce less drag at low angles of attack and are more effective in main-

: taining LE suction beyond aD than those which project ahead of the

wing (F2). This figuze also emphasizes the effect of spanwise position

as well as multiplicity of devices as will be discussed in the next two

sections. __

The above comparisons establish that fence length is an important

design parameter, although projection ahead of the LE appears

unwarranted. Fences that extend further aft on the winq seem to have

better drag reduction capabilities, as well as those that project both

above and below the LE. Since this study was concerned only with LE

flow control, no investigation was made of fences extending further

downstream on the wing surface which may have other advantages.
/

6.3.2 Spanwlse Position

Two series of runs were conducted to evaluate a single fence at

different semispan positions. Of particular interest was the position

effect of specific fence shape on the onset of LE separation and the

axial-force departure characteristics following separation. Comparative

results of the F2 and F4 fences on the thin and thick wings,

respectively, are presented in the next figure.

Figure 22 (upper CA graph) shows the position effect for the F2

fence which indicates only minor variations in drag at low angles of

attack and a gradual departure from the initial parabolic attached flow

curve (UD _ 8°)" Near 12° , a severe loss of LE suction Is noted for all
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spanwise positions of the fence except at _ - 0.50. Between a = 12° and

18O, the n " 0.50 position retains the most suction which is relegated

to the n = 0.625 position beyond 18° •

_ The second comparison of spanwise Position effect was conducted

_ on the thick wing using the F4 fence (fig. 22, center CA graph l. The

data indicate separation onset at u = 9° for all spanwise Positions, and

that only for n = 0.75 does a severe suction lose occur (near 13° ).

Beyond 15°, the fence appears to be equally effective at either

n = 0.375, 0.50, or 0.625.

To better appreciate the position effect, the last graph in

figure 22 shows CA data versus percent semispan at three selected

angles of attack. The horizontal dashed llne represents the axial-force

coefficient for the thick basic wing (no devices) at the three angles of

attack. At u = 9° with attached LE flow, there is evidently no fence

effect, but at u = 18° , the n = 0.375 position shows the best perfor-

mance (and at n " 0.50 at u = 23° ). If the curves are assumed t_ be

smooth and continuous as shown in the figure, then the best position for

a single set of fences can be selected with respect to u, e.g.,

n _ 0.40 for u _ 18° and n = 0.50 for u = 23°.

To summarize, a single pair of fences did improve the Post-

separation aerodynamic performance of the wings tested. More

_wecifically, a single fence on a spanwise-uniform semi-elliptic LE and

a 60° delta planform, has the greatest drag-reduction capability when

located near the 50 percent ssmispan position.
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6.3.2 Multiple

Multiple fence arrangements, which have been alluded to in earlier

sections, will now be discussed. Two methods were used to evaluate the

impact of the number and distribution of devices along the LE: (1) the

number of fences were gradually increased, starting with one fence near

the tip and adding fences one at a time progressively inboard; and (2)

by changing the semispan distribution of a fixed number of fences.

Axial-force comparisons were made to determine the best number and

distribution for the different fences.

Figure 23 presents CA data on _ne, three, and five pairs of

small F5 fences (upper graph). It can be noted that increasing the

number of devices increased the drag at angles of attack below _D' but

the departure is more gradual for all the configurations. Also, with

increasing number of fences, there is a trend towards delayed loss of LE

suction to higher angles of attack, as may be inferred from the CA

data between I0° and 20° • Note that the single pair of fences at

q = 0.75 show more drag than the basic wing. Although not presented,

the pitching-moment data of the configuration with five pairs of fences

indicates pltching-type instability at the same u for which a severe

loss of LE suction occurs (i.e., 18°). Beyond 20°, the data tend to

merge with each other as well as with basic wing data, which indicates

that with fences as small as the F5 type, the LE flow is no longer

influenced to any significant extent.

The center CA graph in figure 23 also shows that increasing the

number of fences (progressively inboard) improves the performance in a

progressive manner. It can be pointed out that when the _ird set of
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fences were added, the severe suction loss at 12° was eliminated,

leading to substantial gains. The interaction between the multiple

fence effect and the position effect is shown by the improved perfor-

mance when the pair of fences were moved from q = 0.875 to _ = 0.50, as

suggested in the previous section.

The last graph in figure 23 shows the CA data for the same F4

fence, but installed on the thick delta wing. In this case, one set of

fences at n = 0.50 is found to be almost as effective as three sets

located at q = 0.50, 0.625, and 0.75. From a comparison of the same

configuration on the thin wing (top CA graph in fig. 25), it would

appear that LE radius had little effect on the Derformance of m%_]tiple

fences.

Another factor that has a bearing on the effectiveness of

multiple fences may be termed the proximity effect. This can be seen by

the CA data for three pairs of F4 fences at 9 = 0.50, 0.625, 0.75, and

n = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 with the latter distribution be.ing more effec-

tive (bottom graph in fig. 23). It is apparent that the dis ance bet-

ween adjacent fences is an important parameter; however, the present

data are insufficient to reach firm conclusions.

To summarize, the retention of LE suction and corresponding drag-

eduction capabil_ties of fences can be greatly enhanced by multiple

arrangements. The optimum number and d_stribution along the LE,

including the minimum distance between fences, are important parameters

which require further investigation.
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6.3.4 Leading-E¢_e (LE) Radius

The diffe1"ence in thickness of the two leading edges tested

offered the opportunity to investigate the impact of LE radius on the

7 drag-reduction capabilities of the fences. The thick wing (which had

twice the LE radius of the thin "_n_) F_esented more forward facing sur-

face area relative £o the wing reference area, and it would, therefore,

be expected that beyond uD the vortex induced suction would provide

greater thrust than on the thin wing. It also had a more gradual cur-

vature around the LE, and so it would be expected to retain LE attached

flcw to a higher u. However, because of certa_,_ differences in the

models (figs. 1 and 2) and the facts covered in se, tion 6.1, the

- followi-g discussion offers, at best, a limited insight into the LE

radius effect.

The upper CA graph in figure 24 presents the data for a single

pair of F4 fences located at 50 percent semispan (q = 0.50). The dashed

arid chain-.'-t lines represent basic wing data. The thick wing shows a

larger drag at u = 0° which was due to increased housing drag and

traillng-edge separatior.. Prior to the onset of LE flow separation, the

two sets o= data can be noted to diverge slightly which is probably an

aspect ratlo or geometric effect (AR = _.9 and 1.6 for the t_lin and

thick wing_, respectively). The opposite is true beyond uD where the

data points ccnverge as the primary vortex system advances to the wing

apex. ],i the mid u range (12°-22 ° ), both sets of data are relatively

constant and of nearly equal magnitudes on a AC A basis, thus the

effect of LE radius wu..d not appear to be a factor in this case.
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The center CA graph in figure 24 presents the data on three

pairs of F4 fences located at n " 0.50, 0.625, and 0.75. While the

multiple effect is apparent (see previous section), the trends are the

same as for a single pair as can be noted in the last graph where the

'_ data are presented with the u = 0° drag removed (&C A - CA - CAo). The

same divergence and convergence near 9° u can be noted as well as a

crossover near 16° where the thick wing assumes a slight suction

advantage.

It would appear from the limited data presented _at LE radius

had relatively little effect on the performance of the fences tested.

However, this conclusion can only be justified by additional research.

6.3.5 Best Performance and Flow Mechanisms

The F4 fence evaluated on the thin wing provided the best drag-

reduction capabillty of the fences tested. As previously discussed, a

stronger effect of the fence was to be expected on the thin wing which

experienced earlier LE separation and a greater loss of suction than the

thick wing. Fence configurations along with their respective perfor-

mance (PD and CA) at u = 12° and 15° are presented in Table 2. Two

configurations will be discussed; a single pair of F4 fences at q - 0.50

and three pairs at n = 0.50, 0.625, and 0.75. To further support the

discussion, static pressure data collected from the thick wing will be

presented.

The aerodynamic characteristics (CA and Cm) and the drag-

reduction parameter (PD) are presented in figure 25. The dashed line

represents the experimental data for the basic wing. As indicated in

the CA graph at the top, the multiple Pairs have slightly more drag in
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; the low a range as opposed to the single pair. Fc+lowlng uD _ 8° on

the basic wing, the data gradually converge to about I0°, and

subsequently, diverges with the multiple pairs showing greater drag

reduction. These trends can also be noted in the center PD graph

" where the multiple pairs indicate almost 27 percent drag reduction at

-- 12o.

Table 2

Summary of Fences Tested on Thin Wing

It was pointed out earlier that fences have be _adltlonally

used as a fix for longitudinal instability. This effect can be noted in

th_ Cm graph at the bottom of figure 25 where both fence con-

figurations have favorably changed the _asic wing characteristics

(severe pitch-down between approximately 6° and i00 _ followed with

in8tabillty) by reducing the slope and delaying pitch-up by as much as

4° • It Is interesting to note that the single pair delayed pltch-up the
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:t has been shown that multiple fences provide greater drag-

reduction capability than a single fence; however, the discussion of

flow mechanisms here will focus on a single fence (q = 0.50) positioned

on the thick wing with the understanding that each fence would produce

similar local effects in a multiple configuration. Below u = 9°, the LE

flow is fully attached with or without a fence as can be noted by the

parabolic shape of the CA curves in figure 25 (thin wing) and figure

26(b) (thick wing), as well as by the linearity of the CN curve in the

latter figure.

By u = 16° , a major change in the flow has occurred - substantial

increase in _hrust outboard of the fence is indicated in the C and
P

CT,LCL PRESS distributions (fig. 26(a)). It is believed that the LE

region just outboard of the fence acts as a "pseudo apex" where both the

reduced suction peaks and pressure gradients allow the flow to

remain attached to the highest angles of attack. Therefore, the further

advance of LE separation is arrested. This shielding effect can be

noted downstream of the fence in the q versus u plot (fig. 26(b))
s

where the onset of separation has been delayed by several degrees. The

same plot also suggests that the area inboard of the fence acts as a

"pseudo tip" in that the onset of flow separation occurs earlier due to

an increased pressure gradient. This can be seen in the upper surface

C distributions (q = 0.45) at u = 16° and also at 21° where the flow
P

tends to stagnate as indicated by a higher constant pressure level with

respect to the basic wing. The local thrust coefficient data at u = 16°

and beyond, demonstrate thrust enhancement outboard of this single

device, while there is only a localized loss of thrust just inboard.
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These effects are confirmed in the oil flow visualization in figure 27

by the existence of two primary vortex systems, i.e., one emanating just

outboard of the fence and the other near the wing apex. The conclusion

is that the inboard movement of LE separation with increasing _ is

_ stopped on the outboard side of the fence, while another region of

separation grows from the inboard side. The result is that the

downstream vortex system acts on the blunt LE to generate greater levels

of aerodynamic thrust as opposed to a single sheet vortex system which

would be further inboard in this region (see inset fig. 27). It follows

that the fence is effective in the compartmentation of the wing LE.

Another favoraale aspect of this small device is its ability to

improve longitudinal stability which is apparent in the Cm curve in

figure 26(b). With t"e addition of the fence to the basic wing, pitch-

up has been delayed by about 7° (e = 16° to 23°) which is believed to be

due to the interaction of the primary vortex system and the tip vortex.

It is suggested that the primary vortex rotating in the same sense as

the tip vortex, initially enhances the tip region thus creating addi-

tional lift augmentation leading to a pitch-down moment. As the angle

of attack increases, the stronger LE vortex moves inboard diminishing

the tip vortex and eventually displaces it from the tip region. The

fact that the pitch-up _ has b_en delayed by 7° is attributed to a

slower rate of movement of the outboard primary vortex towards the fence

as compared to the primary vortex on the basic wing.
L

(
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6.4 SLOTS

6.4.1 Multiple

This device was evaluated in increasing numbers by removing the

filler material, and thus exposing the slot to the LE flow. No attempt

was made to alter the slot geometry in this experiment because these

slots ware also used to hold the fences and pylon-type vortex generators

in place.

Figure 28 presents the CA data (upper graph) for multiple

arrangements of one, two, three, and six slots with the dashed lines

indicating thin basic wing data. As would be expected, increasing the

number of slots also increases drag at low angles of attack which can be

attributed to the internal wetted surfaces of the slot and also pressure

drag on the vertical face at the rear of the slot. Beyond u D _ 8° , all

of the slot configurations exhibit a more gradual loss of LE _hrust, and _

by increasing numbers of active slots, better drag reduction performance

i

was achieved. It should be noted that all four configurations show a

(

sudden loss of effectiveness at about u = 16° followed by a convergence

to the basic wing near 21°. The next section will discuss this

characteristic. .:

6.4.2 Best Performance and Flow Mechanisms

It was pointed out in the preceding section that increasing the

number of slots improved the higher u performance. This can be noted

in Table 3 which contains information on slot configuration and

performance.

¢
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Table 3

Summary of Slots Tested on Thin Winq

[..,.o .,,'.,, .,,_._,_._ 7>.0 _7._ CA.15°IPD,,_,_°J,,,,__,

S • .0_3 ] -I:.L ,o

t'OT • • .c_'5 I -f3.& 51} a • • 1.0_, -%., _" • • • • • • .0374 -._."•3 _.

Figure 28 contains the data for six slots it. which the PD and

CA curves support the low-high u performance characteristics

discussed earlier. The ability of this simple device (which w_s in no

way optimized) to p_'oduce a 28 percent drag reduction ks remarkable.

The dl.g penalty at low angles of attack could possibly be alleviated by

suitably shaping the internal contour of the slot, which might also

improve the high u performance.

AnoZher feature of the slot can be noted in the C curve where
m

the pitch-up of the basic wing (at u = i0°) has been delayed to approxi-

mately 19° by the slots - however, the accentuated pitch-up after 19° is

an undesirable feature. A fix for this problem will be discussed in

Section 6.7.2.

The flow mechanisms associated with the slot_ will be discussed

with reference to figure 29 where the data pertain to five slots on the

thick wing. In figure 29(a), the diagram shows that pressure stations at

- _ 0.57 and 0.70 were selected to present C data at u - 16°, 18°,
P

and 21°. The close agreement of the CT distributions at e = 9O

indicates that the slots had no significant influence below u -- 9O,

except of course, for a slight drag increase. Also, the flow is stall

attached as can be seen in the CN and CA curves in figure 29(b).
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At angles of attack greater than 9° , the effect of the slot becomes evi-

dent as was the case for the fence.

By u = 16° , a significant increase in thrust can be noted (fig.

29(a)) on both sides of the slot (% and CT distributions) as com-

pared to the basic wing where the flow tends to stall. The same trends

hold to u = 18° , but by 21° , the improvement in thrust outboard of

n = 0.50 diminishes and approaches that of the basic wing. This ten-

dency can also be noted in the CT versus u data in figure 29(b). It

is suggested that the flow mechanism associated with the slot is a jet

sheet resulting from the natural flow through the slot from the high

pressure lower surface to the upper surface (see fig. 30).

"_Roof Win3 UlCer surface _1_r,'d_on lines

Figure 30.- Illustration of suggested slot flow mechanism.

The action of this sheet is to impede the spanwise flow of the boundary

layer at relatively low angles of attack and, consequently, delay the

onset of LE separation (say from 9° to 15°) which leads to vortex _,rust

enhancement as was the case of the fence pruviously described. However,

when repazation does occur, it spreads quite rapidly along the LE. This

idea is supported by ths qs versus u data in figure 29(b) where the

delay in the onset of separation can be noted.
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The oil flow visualization picture in figure 31 (u = 12°) shows

that a pair of discrete vortices are generated outboard of each slot as

indicated by the dark shear areas. This would suggest that the primary

: vortex system has been segmented into a series of smaller systems that

act primarily on the blunt LE. The chordwise shear areas indicate the

presence of slot vortex systems, _oe., the jet sheets emanating from the

slots roll up into vortices due to upstream _orticity considerations.

Al-o the stagnated oil deposits along each side of the slots (light

areas) indicate that the flow separates on the upstream side and is

entrained in the vortex, whi_e on the downstream side, the oil deposit

_:esults from an inboard flow due to reattachment. These visualizations

support _e previously described mechanism and shows how the slots are

effective in compartmentation of the LE in a manner similar to a

multiple fence configuration which prompts the term fluid fence or as

expressed by F-106 fighter pilots - aerodynamic fence. Note that at

21° u, the slot vortices have appareutl_ left the surface and would

suggest that slot effectiveness is nearing termination.

The pitchlng-moment characteristics of the thick wing with slots

(fig. 29(b)) are similar to the thin wing in that a severe pitch-u_ is

indicated at u = 19° • It is thought that the rapid spread of separation

(ns plot) causes a separation region near the wing tip that results in

an aft loss of lift and, consequently, longitudinal instabilltyo This

can be noted in the visualization picture near the wing tip where the

accumulation of o11 signifies separation.
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6.5 PYLON-TYPE VORTEX GENERATORS (VG)

6.5.1 Sweep Angle

This angle, as measured down from the horizontal plane of the

wing, was _udged to be an important geometric parameter because it

determines the position of the VG ahead of and below the wing LE. The

effect of sweep angle on VG performance is presented in figure 32.

(Refer to fig. 4 for VG dimensions.)

The upper CA graph in the figure shows the effect of varying

the sweep angle with two VGs (located at n = 0.75 and 0.875} on the thin i

wing. The data indicate that a reduced sweep angle incurs a small drag

penalty in the mid-u range, and an equally small drag reduction at the

higher angles. From this comparison, the 30° sweep VG was selected for

further study.

The second CA graph in fioure 32 shows a comparison between VGs

with sweep angles of 30° (VG4) and 20° (VG6) located at q = 0.625 on the

thick wing. These VGs had toe-in angle of 10°. (Toe-in effect will be

discussed in the ne t section.) At the lower angles of attach, both VG

sweep angles produce almost identical drag Penalties which are minor

with respect to the basic wing. The effectiveness of these devices may

be judged by the elimination of axial force reversal and the subsequent

thrust gain beyond about 12° (x - right up to the highest u tested.

From this comparison, the %_=6 was e]Iminated on account of its somewhat

lower Performance and thus, the 90° sweep angle was deemed to be a near-

optimum design.
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6.5.2 Toe-ln

The pylon-type VG acts as a lifting surface in the sid_wash

induced ahead of the LE of the wing. Thus, by aligning the %_ with the

sidewash at low angles of attack, the vortex initiation may be delayed

so that the maximum effectiveness of the device is retained in the high

range. The results of varying toe-in angles are presented in the

last CA graph in figure 32.

This figure shows toe-in angles of _ = 00 (VG2), i0° (VG4), and

20° (VG5} with each device located at q = 0.625 on the thin wing. The

first notable effect is near u = 0° where 20° toe-in indicates a larger

drag penalty than the other two angles. Beyond uD -- 8° , better perfor-

mance is provided by toe-in angles of 10° and 20°, but due to the

excessive u zero drag, the 20° toe-in angle was not tested further.

An uncertainty introduced into this evaluation was the sideways

deflection of the VGs under aerodynamic load. This was observed via a

2
TV monitor where the 0° toe-in VG was actually operating at some toe-out

angle at high angles of attack. Thus, although the qualitative effects

of VG toe-in have been noted, the present data are insufficient to iden-

tify an optimum toe-in anjle. Also, the effect of wing sweep angle on

VG Performance requires additional resear_

6.5.3 Position

The spanwise position of a L_ dev%ce has _Iready been noted to be

an important parameter governing drag-reduction effectiveness. Figure

33 presents the data on three series of tests that wers conducted to

establish the best spanwise position for a single VG.
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q

The top CA graph in the figur contains the data for the VG2

(0° toe-in) which was tested at three difference semispan positions

(q = 0.50, 0.625, and 0.875) on the thin w_[ng. The low a charac-

teristics are similar to previous tests (minor drag penalty) with

increasing improvement of high u drag as the VG is moved Oo inboard

stations. The severe thrust reversal observed with the VG at n = 0.875

suggests that there exists an outer spanwise limit for this device.

The center CA graph in figure 33 presents the data on the VG3

successively positioned at _ = 0.625, 0.75, and 0.875 on the thin wing.

Note that the VG3 was actually a "hybrid" device incorporating a fence

as w_ll as a VG (see fig. 4). Again, the most inboard of these posi-

tions shows the best performance; however, a substantial thrust loss

occurs at about 12° u in all cases which is an undesirable aspect of

this VG design. This device will be discussed in more depth in

Section 6.5.4.

The last CA graph in figure 33 shows the results with the VG4

(having a i0° toe-in) positioned successively at n = 0.50, 0.625, 0.75,

and 0.875 on the thin wing. The notable features derived from this

figure are that the two outer most spanwise positions (of the VG)

experience a thrust reversal at e = 12° and that the two inner positions

indicate better (and almost identical) performance.

To summarize the VG position effect, the best drag-reduction

capability occurs with the device near the n = 0.50 position. Lacking

test data with the VG inboard of q = 0.50 on the thin wing, the

following thick wing results are quoted to support this conclusion: at

a - 16° w_ :h a single VG4 positioned at _ = 0.25, 0.375, and 0.625,
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drag reduction (PD) of 8, Ii, and 15 percent respectively, were

realized.

6.5.4 Lower Edge

It was initially presumed that the dy_g-reduction mechanism of

' the VG was based primarily on the induced effect of a streamwise vortex

emanating from the lower edge and that the vortex strength would depend

on its sweep angle. This led to the development of a VG-shape

designated VG3 (see fig. 4). In order te provide s.tfficient rigidity I
i

above the lateral plane, the shape was extended forward of and above the i:

LE. This resulted in what may be regarded as a hybrid device combining i

the fence and VG effects.

The upper CA graph in figure 34 shows a comparison between the

VG2 and VG3 positioned at q = 0.625 on the thin wing. The only appre-

ciable differences are at approximately 12° u, where the VG3 has

!:
slightly better performance, and beyond 20° u, where the VG3 appears to I

I
have lost effectiveness. These minor deviations would seem to indicate

that the inclination of the lower edge was not an important design

parameter. This subject will be discussed in depth in Section 6.5.7,

where it will be suggested that the drag-reduction potential of the VG

is based primarily on a vortex emanating from the forward facing edge. 1

6.5.5 Multiple i

I
It has been shown that high u drag reduction can be strongly

dependent on the multiplicity of a given type of device. This effect

was investigated with the VG4 in a series of tests on the thin wing.

The centar CA graph in figure 34 presents the resul_s of three

arrangements of the VG4 positioned at n = 0.625, 0.50, and 0.625, and
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0.375 and 0.625. At the lower angles of attack, two VGs sustain a

slightly highe_ drag penalty than the single VG, but in the u range of

4° to 12° , little difference can be noted. Beyond _ = 12° , the addition

of a second %_ can be seen to produce a relatively constant thrust

increment over the single VG, which is dependent on the gap between the

twin devices. These data suggest a more detailed investigation of

multiples of VGs is warranted, with the devices scaled down to counter

the lower e drag penalty.

6.5.6 Leading-Edge (LE) Radius

The last CA graph in figure 34 shows a comparison between the

thin and thick wings with two VG4s at the q = 0.375 and 0.625 positions.

The dashed and chain-dot curves represent the data for the thin and

thick basic wings, respectively. The similerity of these data with that

contained in figure 24 is apparent with the exception that the VGs on

the thick wing generate a somewhat higher thust level as indicated by

the crossover in the data near 18° u. This would suggest that LE radius

n_d an influence at the higher angles of attack, most likely due to the

vortices being shed from the VGo

, 6.5.7 Best Performance a_d Flow Mechanisms

Balance derived performan,_ data for two configurations of the

VG4 are presented in figure 35. A single (q = 0.625) and multiple (q =

0.375 and 0.625) arrangement was selected becaus_ of differing charac-

teristics in the low-high u range. The figure contains CA, PD, and

C data with the dashed line z_presenting the thin b_sic wing. A sum-m

mary of th_ configurations tested is contained in Table 4. I

!
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Table 4

Sumuna_y of VorteK C_nerators Tested un _hin Wing

At the lower angles of attack, the CA and PD g_a_+,s snow that _I

tvo VGs have more drag and %hat at about _ = 4° , t/le single _ in the

PD graph indicates slight ad,-antage over the basic wing. Once LE

separation be&ins, the drag reduction capabilities (PD) of both con-

figurations rapidly converge to u : ]2° - coincidentally to the same -

value. Beyond !2° angle of attack, the inboerd VG appe,rs to become

effectiu_ _3 indicated by the. divergence of the dat_. Ti.is would

suggest that for a design angle of attack below 12°, • s_ngle %K_ would

sufficel whe1"eas, for a higher u, a pair of VGs will be meedeJ if the

increased low _ drag could be tolerated.

T_le last graph in figure 35 contains the pitching-moment data

!
where it can be see. that a single device becomes longitudinally !+

unstable when achieving maxJz:u,_,drag reduction. Note that the usu 02 i

two VGs delays pltch-up to a_p[oximately 14° u.
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The flow mechanisms associated with the pylon-type VG will first

be discussed with respect to oil flow visualization on the thin wing at

;, angles of attack of 9° and 16° . The lower _ is shown in figure 36(a)

where the %_4 is at q = 0.625. In the top view, two primary vortex

: systems can be noted on both sides of the VG, which is a situation simi-

lar to the fence case. The oil deposit (line of separation) on the wing

LE immediately upstream of the VG would indicate that the VG was somehow

causin 9 a localized region of stalled flow. In the side view, two vor-
I "

rex fo-_ations can be noted on the VG - one along the lower edge and one

along the forward facing edge. Note also in the top view at 9° u, the

high shear area along the LE just outboard of the VG and the following

vortex system positioned further outboard, it is suggested that the

flow mechanisms originate as the _'esult of the vortex shedding off the :

forward facing edge of the VG which then b_comes fixed on the upper sur-

face of the wing with a sense of rotation opposite to that of the pri-

mary vortex, This situation is depicted in figure 37 where the lower

edge vortex is shown to pass beneath the wing.

"_ Wing._r sumol-- i.., _ VGImlu(:N_mx-..p

I*
.2

I

Figure 37.- lllustration of suggested VG flow mechanism. 1
I
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At a - 16 °, the visualization picture (fig. 36(b)) shows that

both LE vortex m/stems have moved further toward the wing apex; however,

the advancement of the downstream vortex is still being delayed by the

higher shear area that now extends inboard of the _. It is believed i

that the %_ induced vortex persists under the influence of the two pri- !

mary vortex systems and actually acts as a barrier by maintaining loca-

lige_ attached flow. Like the other devices already discussed, the

is effective in the compartmentatlon of the wing LE which allows the

primary vortex downstream of the VG to generate high levels of aerodyna-

mic thrust.

RealIEing that the discussion above was based on the thin wing

visualizations, flow mechanisms will now be covered with respect to the

thick wing. A comparison of balance and pressure data in figure 38 will

provide the basis for this analysis. Also note that the _ was rein-

forced to preclude bending under aerodynamic loading.

The diagram at the top of figure 38(a) provides the location of

VG4 and the relative position of the two pressure stations selected for

discussion. Below a = 9°, the VG has little effect on the LE flow as

can be noted in the CT,LCL PRESS versus n data at a - 9°. This is

probably due to the close alignment of the VG with the oncoming flow and

that any vortex shed from the device would pass beneath the wing, at

this low a. The evidence of this can be noted in the C distribu-
P

tlons at _ - 0.70 where a distinct low pressure moves towards the LE on

the lower mLrface between a - 13° and 21°. This Cp distribution also

showl that the thrust at the LE continues to increase with u as

opposed to the basic wlng. This would suggest that the vortex emanating
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from the l_wer edge of the _ eventually reaches the wing LE beyond

2l ° a and _ould subsequently pass completely over the upper surface.

This point _nnot be confirmed because o.= insufficient data at the

higher angle_! of attack.

At the inboard station (q - 0.57), the C distributions Indi-
P

cats trends similar to the basic wing but with somewhat higher pressure

levels of stagnated flow beTond u - 16°. This w_uld tend to confirm the

earlier observation from the thin wing oll visualization pictures in

that the _ produced an increased upwash velocity inboard and, thus, a

higher pressure level, e.g., at u - 21°. The effectiveness of the VG

outboard can be noted in the _,LCL PRESS distributions at a = 16° and

21° (fig. 38(a)).

The CT,LCL PRESS versus u distribution just outboard of the

VG (at q - 0.70) indicates a slight lose of thrust in the u range of

5° to 14° (fig. 38(b)). It is thought that the vortex separating from

the forward facing edge of the VG induces a downwash in this area which

effectively reduces the angle of attack. C distributions also show
P

this at lower angles of attack (not presented) as well as st a - 13° •

The balance data in figure 38(b) show trends typic_Ll of this

study, e.g., a slight reduction in vortex lift (CN) and a more gradual

pitch-down without subsequent pAtch-up (C _. The qs data indicate

that the _ induced the onset of LE separation to occur simultaneously

fzom _ - 0.57 to 0.82 (at about II° a), which caused a serious thrust

decay near 15 ° a over the mid-section of the LE, vim., q - 0.40 to 0.60,

which has been shown to have the greatest thrust potential. A fix for

this problem is presented in Section 6.7.2.
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6.6 SHARP LEADING-EDGE EXTENSIONS (SLEE)

6.6.1 Length and Position

These effects were considered to be the two most practical ways

of alleviating the excessive drag that was expected to be incurred by

the SLEE in the low a range. It was assumed that (1) shortening the

SLEE would reduce profile drag, and (2) lowering the SLEE might create
L

:_ additional LE thrust, viz., _xposing more of the wing forward facing

area to the action of the SLEd induced vortex. SLEd length reductlon_

along the wing LE were accomplished by progressively removing inboard

portions of the SLEE. SLEE performance and characteristics are

discussed next.

The upper CA graph in figure 39 contains the data on four

length variations of the mid-SLEE (see fig. 5 for SLEE dimensions) in

which three trends can be noted: (I) the magnitude of CA, 0 is lowered

somewhat with length reductions; (2) in the a range of approximately

2° to 9° , severe drag penalties arise with increased lengths, and (3)

the shortest length provided the best drag reduction for all angles of
t

attack. This latter trend was surprising because the longest fLEE would

be expected to Field the most drag reduction. In view of this result,

the evaluation was continued with the SLEE positioned in the plane of

the wing's lower surface.

The center CA graph in figure 39 presents two length variations

of the low SLEd. This position of the SLEE eliminated the poor lower

a drag perfo_uance of the mid-position and also showed significant

gains beyond aD _ 8°, but at the expense of the 0° a drag. The length

effect can be noted beyond approxlmately a - 16° where the full-span
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Iow-SLEE _ontinues to diverge from the basic wing data while the half-

span device suffers a severe thrust loss. This is consistent with the

fact that the primary vortex system nears the apex of the thin wing at

this u and, therefore, the continuance of thrust can be attributed to

the inboard 50 percent of the low SLEEo Since the original contention

(that length effect should be an impo-tant performance parameter} has

been shown, it follows that the SLEE position is also significant.

To illustrate the effect of position, the last CA graph in

figure 39 presents a comparison oi: the half-span SLEE (n - 0.50 to 1.00)

in the mid and low positions. Because the only differences in the two

configurations was the amount of foward facing wing LE area and vertical

position, it can be assumed from the data that the low SLEE was able to ":

maintain the vortex in front of the LE; whereas, the vortex emanating

from the mid SLEE is most probably lost to the upper surface. This sub-

ject will be discussed in detail in the following subsection.

6°6°2 Best Performance and Flow Mechanisms

As the result of the data just presented, the half- and full-span

low SLEE _ere selected for further analysis to include discussion of flow

mechanisms° Aerodynamic characteristics are shown in figure 40 and a

summary of the configurations tested, along with drag-reduction perfor-

mance at selected angles of attack, are contained in Tab:+e 5.

Table 5.- Summary of Sharp Leading-Edge Extensions

Tested on Thin Wing

0.0 50.0 6_.5 72.087.5 loo.ocal15Q Po• I_e]_
.o_q5 ..... 58

"- .o_qq J..7 1
"- .o_1o -7.1 5

." -" .oa_ ' -8.8 6

" _,--4 .O_3X -10._ 8
"- -_ .O_t_' -a3.1 59
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The ability of the SLEE to ma%ntain the flow at the LE is

illustrated in the CA graph at the top of figure 40 where the gradual

departure characteristics yield a significant drag reduction in the mid

m range. The fact that the half-span low SLEE (circle symbol) lose_

effectiveness at a = 17° (while the full-span low SLEE continues to

function) can be attributed to the vortex moving onto the wing upper

surface in the outboard region. These performance trends are confirmed

by the drag parameter (PD) (center graph) where _ha half-span SLEE deve-

lops a 27 percent reduction in drag at 12° angle of attack and the full-

span SLEE sho_s a sudden decrease in drag starting at about iT° u as

indicated by the sharp reduction in slope.

The pitching-moment data at the bottom of figure 40 indicate that

bo_l devices are longitudinally unstable except in the _ range of

approximately 8° to 12°, vlz., between the onset of LE separation and

the _ for maximum drag reduction. While it is possible to improve the

low u pitching characteristics (by moving the center of gravity

further forward of the aerodynamic center), the severe pitch-up at 12°

angle of attack would still be present - in fact, this shift in CG would

actually reduce the controllability and thereby add to the maneuverabi-

lity design problem.

The drag-reduction capability of the SLEE in the low position is

quite remarkable in that a gain of 27 percent was achieved by such a

small device (approximately 2 percent of the wing area for the half-span

SLEE). It is recognised that the high CA, 0 values and longitudinal

instability detract from the SLEE effectiveness; however, a fix for _e

latter problem will be covered in the section on combination of devices.
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This section will now be concluded with a discussion of the flow mecha-

nisms associated with the &'_EE.

The key feature common to the fence, slot, and pylon-type VG is

the ability to maintain attached flow at the LE near the device and

thereby allowing increased LE tIArUSt levels to develop. On the other

hand, the SLEE (sometimes referred to as a vortex plate) operates on the

principle of forced se@aration at its LE which results in the formation

of a tightly coiled vortex just in front of the wing's blunt LE_ This

situation is depicted in figure 41.

\

Figure 41.- Illustration of suggested SLEE
flow mechanism.

With the vortex locked in this position, the low pressure will act on

the forward facing area of the wing to create an additional suction

force and, thus, higher levels of drag reduction will be achieved. This

can be noted in figure 42(a) by comparing the C distributions around
P

the thick wing LE for the low SLEE (q = 0.25 to 0.93) and the basic wing.

At _ _ II°, the lower surface pressure ccefficients (square symbols)

show high negative values as opposed to the _3sitlve values for the

basic wing - this cordition is also plesent at angles of attack of 1G°

and 21°. This pressure trend is evident in the CT versus _ distri-

bution at the higher angles. This information muggests that below

II°, the vortex stren_h is only sufficient to offset th_ additional
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7

drag of the SLEET however, beyond 16 °, the magnitude increases sharply

yielding significant drag reduction. This tendency can also be noted in

the CT versus a distributions in figure 42(b).

_' The balance derived aerodynamic characteristics set forth in

figure 42(b) show that the onset of wing LE separation occurs at u = 9°

;_ as indicated by the nonlinearity in the normal force (increase in llft)

and the departure of the axial force from a parabolic shape (decrease in

the rate of thrust development). The pitching-moment data show other

favorable aspects of the SLEE, e.g., a more gradual pitch-down near

i0° u and a subsquent delay in pitch-up. The ns versus u data

would appear to indicate that LE separation has been delayed by about

2° ul however, the interpretation of these data is complicated by the

presence of the SLEE vortex along the LE. In this case, it is suggested i

that ns actually represents a transition boundary which establishes
\

the position of the SLEE vortex as being either on the SLEE (to the left

of the curve) or on the wing upper surface (to the right).

It can be concluded that the low SLEE is a unique drag-reductlon

device well suited for blunt wings of relatively high sweep operating at

high angles of attack. The flow mechanism has been established as a

trapped vortex acting primarily on the chin of the wing LE. ThQ ten-

dency for the vortex to move streamwise onto the wing upper surface will

ultimately limit the SLEE effectiveness - as shown by the thrust loss at

the three outboard stations at about u - 20° (CT vs a in flg, 42(b)).

" Methods to delay this vortex jump and thus improve SLEE performance will

be discussed in the next section.

lO3 !,
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6.7 CO#InaNITIONS OF DEVICES

6.?.i 8LEE with Fence

6.7.1.1 Length and position.- It is evident that SLEE drag-reductlon

performance iS based primarily on the ability to maintain the induced

:: vortex along its length. This was noted in the last section where

marginal performance was indicated in the mid _ range due to the vor-

tex moving onto the wing's upper surface. To combat this attuation, the

characteristics of the fence were suggested as a possible sulution,

i.e., to _la¥ separation outboard and thus the compartmentatlon oE that

portion og the wing under the influence of the SLEE. Therefore, a study

was conducted to evaluate the drag-reductlon performance of the SLEE

fence combination. The dimensions of these devices are shown in

figure 5.\

The top CA graph in figure 43 presents the results o_ gout

length variations of the mid SLEE in combination with the F2 Eenceo It

is apparent that the addition of the fence had very little effect as can

be noted by a comperlson of the fence-off data (at the top of fig. 39).

From these data, it was concluded that the mid position of the SLEE was

an Ineffsctlve drag-reductlon device and therefore testing was ter-

ntlnated An favor of the more promising low posltlon0

As shown in the center CA graph in figure 43, the addition of

the F4 fence to the low SLEE configuration demonstrated marked improve-

,wnt in drag-reductlon Performance for all lengths in the higher a

range. In the lower u range, there is a slight drag penalty irrespec-

tive of length except near a = 0° where the data diverge in a parallel

manner. This mould appear to indicate that the fence did isolate the

104
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SLIE and, thus, was able to maintain the vortex in front of the wing LE

to the highest angles tested. This point is more vividly shown in the

last CA graph where a comparison between fence on and off is made.

Another interesting observation is that the full-span SLEF without fence

(cents: g_aph in fig. 39) has almos_ identical CA characteristics as

the half-span SLEE with fence.

From these results, it can be concluded that the addition of

the fence to the low SLEE configuration enhanced drag-reduction i-

performance. The ability of this combination to "lock" the vortex at

the wing LE is eelf-avldent and suggests other arrangements that might be

more successful, e.g., a length extending from n = 0.25 to 0.75 with F4

fences at n - 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, and a full-span SLEE with F4 fence

at n - 0.50.

6.7.1.2 Best performance and flow mechanisms.- From a comparison of the

tabulated performance data in Table 6, the half-span low SLEE with F4

fence was chosen for further discussions of performance and flow

mechanisms.

Table 6.- Summary of Sharp Leading-Edge Extensions With

Fences Tested on Thin Wlng

",.0 _o,,a i ,,.,, _,,.o _t.. lO0..._ caq l'_c PD q _,_e _,., #

i rae- ---e .o'.'/ -li._ "--F-, _leaS,--.-Q ,o,_ ..L_.'

I w" _ • _ : I .o_,'l '_._ _',-- _

To illustrate the contributions made by the addition of the

fence, the performance characteristics presented in figure 44 also con- ,_

rain the data for the fence-off case (square symbol). The CA data at
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the top of the figure show almost identical performance to about a - 14°

which is reflected by the PD curves in the center graph. However,

beyond 14° a, the fence characteristics take effect to yleld additional

drag reduction wblch is similar to the performance achieved when the

\ half-span SLEE (fence off) _s extended to a full span, vlz., the drag-

reduction performance of a half-span low SLEE can be significantly

improved by either adding a fence or extending the device to full span.

The pltching-moment data in the last graph indicate that the fence has

delayed the l_itch-up phenomenon by about 4° a, although the strong

pltch-down is still present.

The ability of the fence to improve the SLEE drag-reductlon

performance at the higher angles is noteworthy, especially in the pre-

sence of the SLEE induced vortex. This section will, therefore, be
\

concluded with a discussion of the interaction between these two devices

and a rationale for the flow mechanism.

To support this analysis, a SLEE fence combination was eva-

luated on the Pressure instrumented thick LE. The pressure derived

coefficients (Cp and CT) and balance data are presented in figure 45

along with a drawing of the test configuration. A comparison of the

Cp and CT distributions for the fence off (fig. 42(a)) and fence on

(fig. 45(a)) at angles of attack of 9°, II°, and 16° show almost iden-

tical performance. This _uld seem logical _n that the Primary vortex

system has not advanced sufficiently upstream for the fence charac-

tari|tics to have a significant downstream effect. Also note in the

n s versus a plot (fig. 45(b)) that the fence has induced early LE

separation inboard _e to the "pseudo tip" effect which causes •
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/

subsequent lo88 in thrust at about 18 o a. (See CT data at n - 0.20

in the same fig. ]
/

As the advancing vortex system approaches the fence, the

\ "pseudo apex" effect takes place causing a delay in LE separation out-

board along the blunt LE and, as a consequence, thrust levels continue

to grow. These trends can be seen in the CT distributions at n =

0033, 0.45, and 0.57 in figure 45(b} at angles of attack greater than

16Oo Also note that the fence has little effect at the two farthest

downstream stations. This evidence supports the contention that the

influence of the fence has been to lock the vortex c_ the SLEE which is

also illustrated by the high negative C coefficients (fig° 45(a))
P

above and below the wing LE at 21° a.

From this information, it i8 suggested that the flow interac-

tion between the two devices involves a two-fold mechanism° First, it

i8 suspected that without the fence, a center-rotating vortex (due to

SLEE apex geometry) acts to diffuse the vortex being generated along the

LE of the SLEE, but with the fence installed, this adverse vortex is

unable to form and, thus a stronger vortex is generated fro,. the SLEE

apex. Thls situation is depicted in figure 45.

i .

Figure 4G°- Illustrations of suggested 8LEE apex !

flow Mchanlsm. I
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The second mechanism is manifested in the shielding effect of

the fence downstream along the wing LE, i.e., once the primary vortex is

r

2' formed upstream of the fence (approximately IG° a), it is forced

inboard allowing the SLEE vortex to maintain effectiveness along the LE I

_ to higher angles of attack.

This effect is also reflected in the balance data (fig. 45(b)).

Prior to 12° angle of attack, there is close agreement for the fence on

and off cases; however, at higher angles, the fence-on data show less

lift and drag (CN and CA ) which implies that the vortex is acting pri-

marily on the LE, and not on the upper surface of the wing. The Cm

data indicated no pitch-up mode for the fence-on configuration and also

a reduction in the severity of the pitch-down beyond i0° s.

To summarize, by positioning the fence at the SLEE apex, addi-

\

tional drag reduction was _chieved as the result of the interaction of

the SLEE fence flow mechanisms. %ne fact that this effect did not take

place until the primary vortex system approached _ = 0.25 (position of

the fence}, suggests that better results could be gained by positioning

a second fence at _ = 0.50, i.e., drag reduction should develop at a

lower _. The success of this limited evaluation suggests that

increased levels of LE thrust might be possible by combining the SLEE

with the other devices tested, and perhaps, spenwise blowing.

6.7.2 Slots with VG

i 6.7.2.1 Perfoz_ance and flow meohanisms.- In Section 6.4, it was shown

I that the slot devices on the thick wing had good drag-reduction perfor-

lance _ to approximately 19° angle of attack, at which point LE separa-tion occurred outboard of the 50 percent se_Lspan position. This
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resulted in longitudinal instability and, therefore, was considered a

limiting characteristic for the multi-slot configuration. The cause of

this problem was thought to be flow separation in the outboard region of

the wing - which suggested the use of the pylon-type _. It will be

shown in the following paragraphs that the individual shortcomings of

the slots and VG are alleviated when used in combination, i.e., through

the interaction of the individual flow mechanisms.

Figure 47 presents the data for: (I) four slots at n - 0.25,

0.375, 0.50, and 0.75 in combination with the VG4 at n = 0.625 (circle

symbol}1 (2) the VG4 at n = 0.625 (square symbol)/ and (3) five slots

(diamond symbol). The influence of the slot just inboard of the VG can

be noted in the C distributions at n = 0.57 where the stalled flow
P

condition for the "VG only" case (square symbol) has been delayed to

approximately 21° angle of attack. This would indicate that the vortex

emanating from the upstream slot (at _ = 0.50) has created sufficient

downwash to alleviate the early LE separation inboard of the VG and

thus, additional thrust is developed.

At n _ 0.70, a comparison of the C distributions for the
P

slots with and without the _ (circle and diamond symbols, respectively)

indicates that the presence of the V_ degrades the thrust up to approxi-

merely 18° a (fig. 47(a)). This can also be noted in the CT versus

n distribution and in the CT versus a distribution in figure

47(5), but at 21° angle of attack and above, the slot %_ configtlratlon

I develops slgnlfica.ltly high thrust levels at the two outboard pressure

i stations. It is believed that the _R_ induced vortex posLtloned on the

upptr s_rface OE the wing establishes a barrier to the spanwi,_e flow and
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thus, isolates the outboard portion of the wing from the influence of

the inboard primary vortex. A c_,parieon of the oll flow visualization

picture in figure 48 (slots with _) and in figure 31 (without the _)

supports this oontentlon. This interaction of the flow auchaniae

_ allows the outboard slots to remain effective, and in uombinatlon with

the _, the flow near the wing tip remains attached as opposed to the

"slots alone" case _Jer,_ the flow becomes stalled.

The balance dat_ in figure 47(b) also show this e£fe¢t by the

elimination of pltch-up at approximately 19° angle of attack (Cm vs a),

i.e., the addition of the pylon-type _ has improved the longltudlnal

stability of the conflguratlo._. Also, the thrust gains beyond 19° a

are confirmed in the CA graph (circle versus diamond symbols), and

consequently, the CN data indicate a slight lose at the higher angles -

as would be expected. The n s ver._us a graph indicates that this com-

bination of devices causes a slight delay i._ LE separation which does

not really reflect the flow situa_=ion in the t/p region, vlz., beyond

the 82 percent semlspan positio,i.

The oonclusions of this test are that the "slots VG" con-

flguration did improve the Icmgltudinal stability as _Ii as the drag-

reduction performance. This was achieved through the interaction of the

device flow mechanisms and the primary vortex system. ".scauee of the

!
success and limited scope of thl_ test, it is suggested that an investi-

gation of slots be conducted in combination wi_h %_ located at n " 0°50

and then two VGm at n " 0.375 and 0.625. In addltion, the relative

position of the slot upstream of the VG _y very _mll have a strong

_ct on the effectiveness of the VG.

I16
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6.8 SUMMARYOF PERFORMANCE

This analysis wall now be concluded with a summary of the beet

perfors/ng configuration within a family of devices. The parameters

selected for this ommparison are the lift Qoefficient (CL), the lift-

drag ratio (L/D), and the suction parmmter (e), all plotted vmrsu8

angle of attack.

At the top of figure 49, the CL date show clome agreeaent for

all of the devices below a D _ 8 ° - note that (1) the SL_ data have been

area corrected, and (2) the solid line is an extension of the linear

portion of the curve which represents attached flow. Beyond 8° a, the

devices show a more gradual increase in lift than the basic wing (dashed

line) which is the result of the devices modifying the LE flow, i.e.,

the devices establish more LE thrust in lieu of additional vortex llft.

To gain a better appreciation of the effectiveness of these devices, the

characteristics at a CL of 0.50 have been selected for discussion.

In figure 49, the CL versus a plot indicates that the devices

require approximately 1° more u to generate the same lift, but

dropping vertically, the other two graphs show a 12 percent increase in

L/D and a 44 percent increase in suction (slightly less for the VG). At

the higher angles of attack, the data tend to merge, with the SLEE

showing a slightly higher suction level. It can be stated from this

Infor_atlon that in the u range of interest, the drag.reduction poten-

tial of t_|ese devices are real and can be achieved without significant

lor_es In llft.
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J" VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this experimental investigation are based on analy-
q

. l sea of force and pressure measurements taken at low speed on a
t.

: 60° cropped delta model in the Langley 7- by lO-foot hlgh-speed tunnel.

The purpose of this research was to evaluate hhe drag-r6ductlon effec-

tiveness of four types of devices in controllJ.ng LE flow at moderate to

high angles of attack. The application of this research would be to

enhance the maneuverab111ty of high performance tactical aircraft. The

results of this study indicate that the devices tested are able to

favorably manipulate the flo'.,at the wing LE and, as a consequence, will

provide significant reduction in drag - as well as improving pitching-
\

moment characteristics at hig,.,_ angles of attack_ It is believed that

the data base established and the conclusions/recommendatlons reached

will be a useful starting point for those aerodynamicists concerned with

the problem of drag reduction for highly swept wings at high _.
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7.1 GENERAL

This Investigatlon haa demonstrated that _Itiple arransements of

slots, fences, and pylon-type _s were effective in delaying IX separa-

tion by c_mpartmentation of wing LE, thus allowing discrete vortices

_ _ (acting on the blunt LE) to generate aerodynamic thrust to high angles
:i

: of attack. The SLEE, on the other hand, generated aerodynamic thrust by

forcing LE separation that resulted in the formation of a coiled vortex

just ahead of the wing LE. All four types of devices had several simi-

lar characteristic, with respect to the basic wing: the onset of vortex

lift _as delayed; a small amount of lift was lost when significant drag

reduction was achieved; drag reduction occurred following the formation

o_ the primary vortex system; pitch-up was either allevlated or

eliminated; and cruise drag _as increased. Also, better drag-reduction
\

performance was obtained on the thin wing which had earlier LE flow

separation and a subsequent greater loss of LE suction, as co_pared with

the thick wing.
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7.2 FENCES

Analysis of the fence data indicated that helght had relatively

: little affect on drag-reduction performance, and that fencts flush with

the IJ performed better than those pro_ectlng forward. In addition,

drag reduction was improved progressively by increasing the number of

- fencee •

Further studies toward minimizing/tapering fence height, reducing

the length of the fence on the underside of the wlnge and optimizing.

fence spacing in multiple arrangements, should prove worthwhile. From

this, it is thought that the cruise-drag penalty may he alleviated along

with better high a performance.
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7.3 SLOTS
m

This investigation showed that multiple chordwise slots effectively

i: delayed LE separation by compartmentatlon of the wing LE,; however, their

effectiveness terminated rather Suddenly causing a simultaneous abrupt

increase in drag and strong pitch-down - followed by a severe pitch-up.

Recall that this longitudinal instability was eliminated when one of the

slots was fitted with a VG.

It is believed that the full drag-reductlon potential of the slot

can be gained by varying the slot geometry (i.e., width and length),

determining the optimum spanwlse spacing between multiple slots, and

aligning the slot with the oncoming flow. Further the low a drag

penalty, which is thought to arise from the positive pressure acting at

the rear of the slot, may be relieved by internal contouring of the slot

as shown in figure 50.

Figure 50.- Illustration of possible ways to internally

contour slot to reduce low a drag.

An alternate solution would be to seal the slots during cruise flight.!

J
I It should be added that the slot offers the advantages of simple
f

de_%_-n, and easy retrofit for existing airframes, e.g., F-106 aircraft.
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?.4 PYLON-TYPE VORTEX GENERATORS (VG)

From the family of VGs, this study revealed that one set of

? 30° swspt _s with i0° of toe-in provided the best overall drag-

reduction performance when positioned near the mid-semispan of the wing.

Also, two sets of %_s increased performance at the higher angles of

attack, but at the expense of increased low u drag. It is believed

: that the application of this concept would be quite attractive if the

VGs also served as pylons for air-to-air end/or air-to-ground weapons -

where the additional cruise drag created by the VGs would be

J.nconsequentlal in comparison to the drag of the weapons.

It is believed that there is _mple justification for further eva-

luation of the VG concept. Of primary interest would be reduction in

size, spacing, and variable toe-in angle of multiple VGs, and the effect

of wing sweep angle on VG performance. Also, data have been presented

that showed that a slot inboard of the VG improved drag reduction by

delaylng inboard separation, and therefore, the slot VG combination

should be investigated.

/
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705 SHARP LEADING-EDGE EXTENSIONS (SLEE)

The SLEE was found to have little capability in the mid-position;

: however, in the low position, the half semispan SLEE showed significant

drag-reduction performance which was increased by either extending the

_\ SLEE to full semispan or by adding an inboard fence at n " 0o50. At the

t higher angles of attack, the d_ag-reduction effectiveness of the SLEE

diminished as the result of the vortex moving off the SLEE onto the wing

upper surface. Also, the SLEE exhibited increased low _ drag as was

the case with the other devices in multiple arrangements.

It is firmly believed that the SLEE concept has extensive drag-

reduction potential that warrants further investigation. The prlncipal

research effort should be toward developing ways of maintaining the vor-

tex in front r_ ul. LE to higher angles of attack. Possible _ethods\

would include: tapering/twistlng the SLEEI se 9 entlng the SLEE with

fences or el.tel and selective spanwise blowin 9 on the SLKZI or com-

binations of the foregoing. Further, It is felt that to fully exploit

the potential of the SLEE, it should be developed as a retractable

device to eliminate cruise drag.
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7,6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since this research was conducted on a 60° flat plate _del, it is

recommended that future investigations use scale models of _al con-

"- figurations so that the effects of wing sweep and camber can be
7,

:. evaluated. It is thought that cambered/twlsted wings may reduce the

effectiveness of the devices which could be inferred to mean that the

problems of designing and constructing this typ_ of wing might not be

necessary, vlz°, the performance o_ a simple flat plate wing with devi-

ces might perform as well as a more complicated wing° Also, tests

should be run using realistic Mach numbers and sideslip angles.

La6tly, from unreported data collected during this study, there are

strong indications that the devices tested will have a favorable effect

, c,_ lateral stability and control characteristics; therefore, it is

recomnended that future research also include lateral

characteristics •
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